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Mayor discusses safe drinking Teen arrested and charged
Oxford Mayor Pat Patterson met with members of The University of Mississippi Freshman Council
on Wednesday to discuss alcohol safety.

with violent threats on OHS
Thanks to an anonymous phone call last week, Oxford High School
and officials were able to work together to prevent a potential
Columbine-like situation.
BY JENNIFER NASSAR
thedmnews@gmail.com

CAIN MADDEN | The Daily Mississippian

Oxford Mayor Pat Patterson compared drinking and driving to Russian Roulette.

BY ADAM ganucheau
thedmnews@gmail.com

Oxford Mayor Pat Patterson discussed alcohol safety
and the consequences of
misguided actions with the
Freshman Council of The

University of Mississippi on
Wednesday.
Patterson led an informal
discussion and allowed students to freely ask questions
and receive answers.
“I don’t condemn anyone
who drinks,” Patterson said.

Silver Em awarded
Greg Brock of the New York Times, who got his start at Ole
Miss with The Daily Mississippian, will be honored with the
2012 Silver Em award this afternoon.

“I’m not a fool, I know the
vast majority of you choose
to drink regardless of what
the law says.”
After a brief introduction,
Patterson told the Freshman
See DRINKING, PAGE 4

thedmnews@gmail.com

Mississippi native, Ole
Miss alumnus and New
York Times Senior Editor
for Standards Greg Brock
has won the Silver Em
Award.
The University of Mississippi’s Meek School of Journalism and New Media will
be presenting the 2012 Sam
Talbert Silver Em Award to
Brock today at a noon luncheon at the Overby Center for Southern Journalism
and Politics.
The Silver Em is annually presented to a journalist
with ties to Mississippi who
has an honorable reputation
inside and outside the state.

“When he was at Ole
Miss, Greg Brock was one
of the most aggressive news
leaders I’ve ever seen,” said
Will Norton, dean of the
Meek School of Journalism
and New Media. “He is truly deserving of this honor.”
Brock, a 1975 graduate
of Ole Miss and a Crystal
Springs native, is the senior
editor for standards of The
New York Times.
He began his journalism
career as a student journalist at Ole Miss with The
Daily Mississippian and
worked his way up through
a myriad of newspaper jobs
before joining The New
York Times, including stints
See SILVER, PAGE 4

See OHS, PAGE 4

JFK’s daughter signing books in Oxford
Caroline Kennedy will be at Square Books at 4 p.m. today signing the book “Listening In: The
Secret White House Recording of John F. Kennedy,” for which she wrote the foreword.
BY HANNA JALAWAN
hjalawan@yahoo.com

BY ADAM GANUCHEAU

Joshua Pillault, 19, of Oxford was arrested and charged
Monday with threats related
to Oxford High School.
According to a press release
from the U.S. Department
of Justice, Pillault is being
charged with “threats to kill
and injure the person of another” and making threats “to
kill and injure individuals and
damage and destroy buildings
by means of explosives.”
Oxford School District Superintendent Brian Harvey
said administration at Oxford
High School received a phone
call this past Thursday from a
non-Mississippi resident. The
individual told the school that
he had been playing an online game with someone and
noted suspicious things.
“In (the game), there were
some things mentioned and

threats conveyed about Oxford High School,” Harvey
said.
“Once that happened, the
individual stopped playing
the game and phoned Oxford
High School.”
The threat was for next year.
Harvey said Oxford schools
were quick to respond to the
situation.
“At that point, our school
resource officer got involved,
and they involved the local
authorities, the police, the
federal authorities, the FBI,”
he said.
Harvey said everybody involved coordinated well, and
an arrest was made Monday
afternoon.
In a story from the Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal, Pillault’s intention was
to “recreate Colorado’s 1999
Columbine attack that killed

Caroline
Kennedy,
the
daughter of former President
John F. Kennedy, will be at
Square Books today to promote
a book that releases secret tapes
and recordings from the White
House during President Kennedy’s term.
The event will be at 4 p.m. at
Square Books to promote the
book compiled by Ted Widmer, entitled “Listening In: The
Secret White House Recordings
of John F. Kennedy.”
The book is a compilation of
tapes and recordings from the
Oval Office during Kennedy’s
term. Most of the text is dialogue
between the president and with
whomever he is speaking.
“(It’s) deﬁnitely nothing personally scandalous,” Square

Books supervisor Beckett Howorth said. “Political, maybe.”
The book also includes the
actual tapes and recordings on a
CD, along with a foreword written by Kennedy herself.
“She starts off talking about
her entire life, (and) people
telling her how much her dad
changed their life and how
President Kennedy’s words and
examples have remained important to everybody, young
people especially,” Howorth
said.
Although Kennedy will not
be speaking at the event, she
will be signing books for customers.
“This is a ticketed event. You
will need to purchase a book
before 2 p.m. in order to have
it signed,” Square Books clerk
Slade Lewis said. “We’re expecting well over 200 people.”

Courtesy Square Books

Caroline Kennedy will be signing copies
of “Listening In: The Secret White House
recordings of John F. Kennedy” today at
Square Books.
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BY WILLIAM PHILLIPS
wphillip@go.olemiss.edu

First of all, I don’t know anything about time travel. Or
physics, or quantum theory, or
string theory or the theory of
relativity. What I do know is
that if you give it more than two
seconds’ (let alone two movies’)
worth of reflection, time starts to
feel really strange.
This was driven home for me
recently as I watched “Looper”
(Rian Johnson) and “Déjà Vu”
(Tony Scott, 2006), starring Denzel Washington (fair warning:
I’ll be spoiling both).
In the first, Joseph GordonLevitt continues his evil alien
plot of destroying all our nostalgia for “3rd Rock From the Sun”
by actually growing up in yet
another adult role — this time as
hired assassin Joe Simmons. The
movie is set in 2044, and forces
from a further future, 2074, inhabit the film’s present, which
eventually becomes the past for
Levitt’s future self (Bruce Willis),
who sends himself back in time.
If that sentence is confusing, I’m
doing my job.
In the other film, Denzel plays
ATF agent Doug Carlin who
signs onto a governmental task
force that can access and interact
with a digitally streaming past
(always four and a half days ago)
into which Carlin sends himself
to save a woman and prevent a
disaster, eventually arriving at a
present that has already become
past for the viewer, in order to
change a future we have seen
before.
Regardless of whether you
like or dislike these films, one
thing that they both expertly accomplish is making time visible
to the viewer. This is one of the
chief reasons, despite what their
directors or critics may think,
that these films are interesting
and important.
For most of us, time as such is
an unproblematic background
— like air. We move through it;
have useful concepts like past,
present and future that make
it feel normal; we treat it like a
T H E D A I LY

MISSISSIPPIAN
The University of
Mississippi
S. Gale Denley Student
Media Center
201 Bishop Hall
Main Number:
662.915.5503
Email: dmeditor@gmail.
com
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substance: I never have enough
time, I’ve got too much time on
my hands, “time, you ain’t no
friend of mine.” Like air, though,
we never really see it. We don’t
realize its fluid dimension, the
ways we’ve standardized it and
made it strangely normal, until it
changes: It stinks, it gets cloudy,
or it suddenly goes missing
when your older brother decides you should experiment
with water as a respiratory medium.
By investing us in characters
and situations that involve problematic time travel, however,
these films make time visible
like a flashing turquoise smog
cloud laden with the angst of

In “Looper,” the time-image
appears more strikingly through
the different “presents” we are
allowed to glimpse. We are
most committed to Joe Simmons-Levitt’s 2044, but we take
a digression at one point into
what becomes of the 2074 Joe
Simmons-Willis. In contrast to
films in which future and past
selves get along, when 2074
Joe-Willis sends himself back to
2044, 2044 Joe-Levitt strongly
rejects his influence, and the two
emerge as surprisingly distinct
selves. At one point, younger
Joe-Levitt even enthusiastically
joins the chase to terminate older Joe-Willis.
This jogs us, I argue, because

GRAPHIC BY CAIN MADDEN | The Daily Mississippian

teenage soccer days.
For instance, in “Déjà Vu,” the
time team has a “goggle helmet”
with a heads-up display that allows you to walk around in the
present while actually viewing
the past. This results in probably the oddest chase sequence
ever, as ATF agent Carlin drives
through the highways and dirt
roads of New Orleans pursuing the four-day old movements
of a domestic terrorist while simultaneously negotiating traffic
in the present. As Carlin trains
one eye through the goggles and
one on the traffic in this riveting
scene, we get what French philosopher Gilles Deleuze calls a
time-image, a cinematic image
that shatters our normalization
of time.

The Daily Mississippian is
published daily Monday
through Friday during the
academic year.
Contents do not represent
the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi
or The Daily Mississippian
unless specifically indicated.
Letters are welcome, but
may be edited for clarity,
space or libel.
ISSN 1077-8667

we like to unify our experiences,
to think that the “me” I was at
six and 16 is the same “me” I am
now. In contrasting the two Joes
so forcefully, the film ruptures
this sense of continuity.
Such films also make time
visible by eventually throwing us up against some kind of
temporal loop or insoluble question. As one of my colleagues
pointed out (stay with me here
...), when Joe-Levitt kills himself,
he not only prevents Joe-Willis
from killing the mother of a
gifted child that had become
a scourge in the future, he also
ensures that this child will grow
up to be a force for good. In
the future this would create,
Joe-Willis would have had no
reason to go back to the future

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all
comments.Please send a letter to the editor
addressed to The Daily Mississippian, 201
Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677 or send
an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced
and no longer than 300 words. Third party
letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen
names or “name withheld” will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter per
individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade
classification and major. All submissions must
be turned in at least three days in advance of
date of desired publication.

in the first place. Therefore, in
killing himself, shouldn’t a live
Joe-Levitt re-emerge under the
retroactive influence of a future
that had been intricately tied to
his present?
The problems that emerge
from mobility in time are exaggerated in “Déjà Vu,” as Carlin’s
time travel begs the question
of what would become of any
“present” if it became possible
to have mastery, not only over
space, but time as well. Would
memories endure? What would
happen to the people of a former present? (“Déjà Vu” introduces “branching universe theory” on this count.) By going back
in time, Carlin alters the future,
thus ensuring that the “present”
we have already witnessed will
never materialize as such. Following from this, the secondary characters whose selves had
been altered by their participation in the future we have seen,
also cease to have been. The
courageous scientist, the trusting
FBI agent and the brainy techs
still exist, but the possible selves
they had become are obliterated. In both cases, the films
lead us down the path of logic to
its limit and then ask us to keep
thinking.
While we could invoke theoretical reflection to hash out
such issues, I don’t think this
is really what’s at stake in time
travel films. What’s at stake is
not a future in which time travel
becomes possible, but our own
present encounter with the fact
that we perceive ourselves as
bodies that move through space
and organize our interaction to
other bodies (sun, car, girlfriend,
book, tree) by a concept we call
time.
By evoking the time-image,
such films question this “everydayness” of time; they bring us
up against the limit or gaps in
our ideas of time and renew for
us the strangeness of our very
real ability to travel through
past and future by means of our
memory and imagination. And
perhaps they show us that the
most shocking sci-fi adventure
is that through which we swim
each day.
Bill Phillips is in his second year
of doctoral studies in English at Ole
Miss. He is from Augusta, Ga.
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Twilight of the ideals

BY ANDREW DICKSON
addickso@go.olemiss.edu

This past Sunday I saw
Christian apologetic Larry
Taunton speak at First Baptist
Oxford. I approached him afterward to discuss the themes
of his message, but he was
busy greeting others and helping his Fixed Point Foundation
sell DVDs he teased at during his sermon. He dismissed
himself once those who were
interested in purchasing merchandise had dispersed, showing no interest in speaking
with me.
His sermon began with the
teasing of the aforementioned
DVDs, which detail BBC debates regarding science and
theology. The teaser ended
with a quote from Pascal:
“When everyone is moving
towards depravity, no one
seems to be moving — but if
someone stops, he shows up
the others who are rushing on
by acting as a fixed point.” I
will return to our dead friend
Pascal’s “point” in a moment.
In his message, “the world”
was characterized by radical
Islam and sex trafficking, while
the Christian tradition was
presented as the saving grace
of mankind (albeit without
mention of the sexual abuses
in the Catholic Church). The
Christian tradition stood opposed to “the world”; Taunton
reserved the right to morality
for his own religion and dismissed “the world” as being
“lost” and “dreadful.”
Mankind was defined as
“basically evil” and in need
of redemption. The alleged
consequences for choosing a
path other than the one Reverend Taunton offered were
depicted as being woeful and

eternal. Appeals to scripture
and conviction were made in
abundance to “prove” his assertions.
I have three main objections. First, I reject that human nature is “basically evil.”
Instead, our nature is to love
what we love at the expense of
what we do not, but this is not
proof of inherent corruption.
I understand Taunton’s commitment to the doctrine of
Original Sin, but convictions
soil reason — if he cannot explain how humans are naturally “evil” using common sense,
I cannot accept it.
I’m also aware that for a
Christian preacher to maintain his position, it is imperative that his followers believe
their insides are evil — otherwise the need to feel redeemed is abolished and the
priest loses his position. To
quote Mr. Taunton’s own website (Fixed–Point.org): “Those
who get to tell the Creation
story rule society.” Make no
mistake — Taunton longs to reserve the right to tell his story.
The second objection regards the notion that the
Christian tradition is in sole

possession of the “true” or
“correct” code of conduct. In
nature, the conditions of existence are in a constant state of
flux.
Therefore, “what we must
do” to preserve our species
changes as often as the conditions of nature change — an action that advances life at one
time will negate it at another.
It follows that we must be forever willing to consider new
codes of conduct in the name
of preserving the human race.
With the notion of an absolute conduct abolished, we
begin to base our actions on
cause and effect. For example,
one might treat other human
beings with respect and understanding; in time, other human beings will return these
feelings of respect and understanding because there is a
reason to do so.
If we were to formulate this
thought pattern into a moral
framework, it would read like
this: “Approach other sentient
beings with the same attitude
you would have them approach you with.”
As for Pascal’s “fixed point,”
I argue that it reveals the na-

Fulbright Grant Workshop
A Research or Teaching Year
Abroad for Students in Any Field:
What Does It Take?

Today at 4:00 p.m.
Room 308
Honors College
For information or for assistance related to
a disability, contact onsa@olemiss.edu

Office of National Scholarship Advisement
26526

ture of all moral action: In
Pascal’s example, it is neither
the scripture nor a supernatural force that “fixes the point”
for others to see — it is man
himself who creates virtues.
Watch Plato blush as his perfect form of justice is reduced
to nothing.
Last but not least, I refuse to
grant a priest the air of authority unless he is able to supplement his convictions with
reason. The scientific method
uses trial and error to produce verifiable results, while
the priest appeals to an “inner
feeling” that is ineffable — his
“proof” is the feeling his faith
gives him.
But the feeling that comes
from holding a claim to be
true has no bearing on the ve-

racity of the claim itself. For
the most part we find the truth
to be cold and hard, as so
much pride, so much shame —
in short, so many convictions
must be overcome before we
can begin to think of living
with the truth.
Though we disagree here
and there, I would like to
thank Reverend Taunton for
visiting Oxford and allowing
me to test two hypotheses —
the first being that all gods are
a means to an end; the second
being that belief in life after
death negates the value of
life in the present moment —
which is eternity.
Andrew Dickson is a religious
studies senior from Terry. Follow
him on Twitter @addoxfordms.

Jo’s
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DUI DEFENSE
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VP debate shown live at Overby Center
Students, faculty and Oxonians can watch the vice presidential debate at 8 p.m. in the Overby
Center Auditorium and listen to analysis from professors before and after the debate.
BY ADAM GANUCHEAU
thedmnews@gmail.com

The first vice presidential
debate of the 2012 campaign
season will be shown to students, faculty and Oxford
residents live at the Overby
Center for Southern Jour-

SILVER,

continued from page 1

Mayor George “Pat” Patterson talks with the Ole Miss Freshmen Council about safe
drinking.

DRINKING,

continued from page 1

Council of his personal experiences as a restaurateur and
owner of a liquor store.
Patterson referenced the
Mississippi Alcohol Safety
Education Program (MASEP)
in speaking to the Freshman
Council about alcohol safety
and the costs of underage
possession, driving under the
influence, disturbance of the
peace, public drunkenness
and disorderly conduct.
Patterson also said students
have the opportunity to claim
one expungement of a charge
of public drunkenness, disorderly conduct or the like. DUI
charges, however, cannot be
removed from a record.
“We live in a college town,
and I’m the first to know
that,” Patterson said. “You can
wait one year, without having
previous charges, and come
to the court and have (the

charge) expunged from your
record.”
Patterson warned students
against making bad situations
worse.
“Don’t pull out your false
ID,” Patterson said. “That’s
another charge. Never accept
a drink from anyone else. If
you don’t know them or trust
them, it’s common sense.”
Patterson discussed what
to do in the event of being
stopped by an officer.
“If you are stopped, don’t
panic,” Patterson said. “Stupidity at these levels kills.”
Using the example of deceased Officer Robert Langley, Patterson turned once
again to caution students
against making one bad decision that can lead to tragedy.
“Have a plan,” Patterson
said. “If you choose to drink,
have sense about yourself.
“You may get away with it
once, but one night, everything can change.”
Summer Wigley contributed to
this report.

at the Palm Beach Post, the
Charlotte Observer and the
Washington Post.
“If someone was given a
list of every Silver Em winner and were told to choose
the most anonymous person
on the list, I would definitely be chosen every single
time,” Brock joked about
receiving the award. “On
a more serious note, this is
truly the highest honor I’ve
gotten in my career.”
During his time at Ole
Miss, Brock was inducted
into Omicron Delta Kappa
and Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universi-

OHS,

continued from page 1

students and teachers.”
With the recent bomb threat
hoax at Lexington Pointe and
other bomb threats nationwide, Harvey was ready to
take the proper steps to secure safety and overcome the
situation.
“These things can happen

ties. He was also named the
Sigma Delta Chi Outstanding Graduate in Journalism
after serving as president of
the student chapter.
“Brock was the managing
editor of The Daily Mississippian at a time when
most of the staff graduated
and rose to top positions in
newspapers throughout the
United States,” Norton said
in a press release.
“Greg was the energizer
and organizer of that newspaper, and he edited Mississippi Magazine the spring of
his senior year, producing
an exceptional publication
that covered major issues
and personalities in the state.
His savvy as a journalist was
beyond his years, and his
enthusiasm was contagious.”
anywhere,” he said. “Given
the nature of our society and
the things that have happened in our society, everyone is concerned.”
Harvey said a significant
role in these situations is reporting it when they hear
something troubling.
“We have to help students
understand the importance
of, when they hear something
like this, we have to take it
seriously,” he said. “You can’t

debate this past Thursday. It
will consist of the live showing of the debate and analysis from politics and journalism professors prior to and
following the debate.
Preliminary analysis will
begin at 7:30 p.m., and the
debate begins at 8 p.m.

COURTESY OLE MISS MEDIA RELATIONS

Greg Brock

just brush it off.
“Without the young man
reporting this, we would have
no knowledge of this.”
Pillault’s arrest was a relief
to Harvey.
“We certainly wanted to
eliminate the threat,” he said.
“We’re glad the situation has
come to some closure.”
According to a story in The
Clarion-Ledger, Pillault faces
15 years in prison and federal
charges of $500,000.
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nalism and Politics tonight,
as Vice President Joe Biden
and Republican vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan
square off at Centre College
in Danville, Ky.
The event will be similar to
the Overby Center’s showing of the first presidential
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On campus:
Journalists to discuss the Future of Newspapers
Overby Center Auditorium, 1:30-2:00 p.m.
Harvest Supper on the Grounds of Rowan Oak, 7:00 p.m.
Watch the VP Debate LIVE at the Overby Center Auditorium, 7:30-10:00 p.m.
Cicada: BOOTLEG Shoe Event 12:00-2:30 p.m.
The Lyric: Jerrod Niemann with Brent Anderson and Sean Patrick McGraw
Square Books: Caroline Kennedy book signing, 4:00 p.m.
Proud Larry’s: Charlie Mars with Adrian Dickey

On campus:
2012 Distinguished Alumni Awards
The Inn at Ole Miss Ballroom, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
The Lyric: Zoogma with Higher Learning and DJ Smelly
Proud Larry’s: The Congress + Swampfoot

On campus:
Homecoming Game: Ole Miss vs. Auburn, 11:00 a.m.
Proud Larry’s: Houndmouth with Swampfoot
Rooster’s: One Mile South

On campus:
The Ole Miss Yearbook Class Portraits, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
‘Cuffed on a Bus at Ole Miss in 1962’
Barnard Observatory Room 105, 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Brown Bag: ‘Women, Religion, and Agency’
J.D. Williams Library Faulkner Room, 12:00-1:00 p.m.
‘Thank God for Mississippi!’
Barnard Observatory Room 105, 3:00-4:00 p.m.

On campus:
The Ole Miss Yearbook Class Portraits, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Oxford Science Café: Quark-gluon Plasma!
Lusa Pastry Cafe, 6:00-7:00 p.m.
Mississippi Innocence: A Film by Joe York
Overby Center Auditorium, 6:00-7:00 p.m.
Proud Larry’s: The Dig with The We Shared Milk

On campus:
The Ole Miss Yearbook Class Portraits, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Southern Studies Brown Bag Lunch and Lecture Series
Barnard Obervatory Room 105, 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Workshop for Rhodes, Marshall, Mitchell and Gates
Honors College Room 311, 4:00 p.m.
Rooster’s: “Country Night” Tim Dugger
The Lyric: The Lumineers with Paper Bird
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Weekend Wanderer: Soiree at Sand Rock

BY MADISON RUTHVEN
mdruthven@live.com

For all of my long term readers out there (Hi Mom, kinda
need some cash), you’re well
aware that most any time I
take a trip, my lofty ambitions regress into a series
of entirely underwhelming
events and poorly planned
antics. Then a thought occurred to me: Why should I
have to plan all of this tomfoolery? We, as students of
Ole Miss, have at our fingertips a valuable, mostly overlooked resource. Enter Ole
Miss Outdoors.
OMOD is an organization focused around outdoor
sports and adventure trips.
Most people know about it
and have considered going
on a trip with them at one
point or another.
It’s just one of those things
that lingers in the back of
your mind, and eventually
gets lost on the way-side in
between striving for academic excellence and drinking
away the pain of not being
academically excellent.
Well this week, I’m here to
tell you, it’s worth it.
After a lengthy internal debate, I finally decided to pry
myself away from the books
and the bottle long enough
to devote a weekend to, you
know, other stuff. The trip I
chose was rock climbing at
Sand Rock, Ala., near Leesburg.
Led by Amelia Austin, Melissa Guirola and graduate
assistant Tommy Willis, a.k.a
the Daisy of the Mountains,
we set off on Friday around
three. After a five-hour drive
chocked full of ridiculously
awesome 90’s music and
shamefully awesome 90’s
music, we arrived at Sand
Rock. We set up camp, got
the lay of the land and hit the
hay fairly early.
Saturday morning, we woke
up at some obscene hour to
watch the sun rise over Weiss
Lake. As we sat upon a monolithic boulder, the swelling
sunlight shimmered off of the
clouds, illuminating the fog
above the lake, creating an
ethereal blanket that spanned
for miles across the Alabama
country side. I guess it was
kinda cool, or whatever.
For the first climb of the
day, Tommy and company
set up four top ropes over a
40-foot rock face. We took
turns scaling the routes, each
one varying slightly in degree
of difficulty.
If you’re worried that you
lack the skill to go on an
OMOD trip, worry no more.
The majority of the participants, myself included, were
beginners, if not first-timers.
Regardless, through the diligent instruction of our trip
leaders, we all looked like
pro’s by the end of the day.

MADISON RUTHVEN | The Daily Mississippian

Students above Weiss Lake

The second climb was a 90foot cliff with a breath-taking
view at the top. It was quite
relaxing, once I got over the
fact that I was dangling pantspissingly far above where
us human folk are naturally
meant to be.
The third climb of the day
was hard. Don’t talk to me.
I’m still frustrated.
After those shenanigans,
we were all exhausted. We
retired to camp for spaghetti,
campfires, s’mores and ubergnarly ghost stories.
The next day we woke up,

broke camp and switched
gears to bouldering, which
is a form of rock climbing
that utilizes crash pads instead of safety ropes. It’s focused around short, technical
climbs that take more brains
than brawn. Just kidding, you
have to have both, or you’ll
fail miserably.
It was difficult, but as the
DM’s own Josh Clark put
it, “My favorite part was being challenged by things that
were a little harder than what
I could do. It was really fun
to put forth the maximum

amount of effort.”
Rock climbing is great and
everything, but I’d be remiss
if I didn’t point out the real
value of OMOD trips.
Alright, real talk. I don’t
make friends very easily.
Never been good at it. Last
weekend, I decided to step
outside of my comfort zone
and take a trip with 14 people I’d basically never known
before. I put myself out
there, and in doing so, I met
some really cool people that
I would never have had the
opportunity to otherwise.

Given that half of the participants in our group were
exchange students, I had the
pleasure of gaining some insight into foreign cultures
that I was previously ignorant to. By that, of course,
I mean that Jose Ledezma
taught me how to cuss and
what to drink in Costa Rica
(thanks, Jose).
That, in a nutshell, is the
true significance of Ole Miss
Outdoors: meeting strangers,
befriending them and inevitably regressing into grade
school-like discussions.
So if taking an OMOD trip
has been at the back of your
mind for a while, but things
keep coming up, I’m telling
you: get off your ass and do
it. It’ll be worth it. If you’re
worried about the price, this
trip cost no more than a
healthy bar tab or a nice bottle of scotch.
If you’re interested in rock
climbing specifically, a few
people are pushing for an
Ole Miss rock climbing club.
Just email OMOD at omod@
olemiss.edu and ask to be on
the mailing list. Visit their
website or drop by their office in the Turner Center to
find a list of trips for this semester.
See you next time.
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Cool, Confident, Creative

Alice & Co.
The Cut & Color Experts
liceCo.

1729 University Ave

234-3896

Oxford, MS

26580

Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
Homecoming is Here,
Auburn, We’re Ready for You!

1298 University Avenue, Oxford, Mississippi 38655 (Next to Taco Bell)
(662)-234-6717 • www.bettesflowers.com
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history in the making
BY MARY B. SELLERS
mbsellz@gmail.com

“I think it’s really interesting to think about something
and see it come into fruition,”
Courtney Pearson said, as we
sat in the library’s Starbucks
on a packed Tuesday morning.
Pearson seemed to be the quiet
nucleus in the room, greeting
several people with a wave,
while her schoolwork was
spread across the table.
Pearson, an education senior,
wore Ole Miss well, sporting a
bright red Ole Miss shirt. She
beamed at me with a quiet
confidence, a steady eye and
a general happiness. I now understand why the Ole Miss student body wanted her as their
homecoming queen.
Her remarkable ability to
transform herself to her surroundsings, from rubbing elbows with Chancellor Dan
Jones, to sitting patiently while
a certain disorganized writer
prods her for material; she
makes situations better with an
easy laugh and stellar personality.
“Courtney is a wonderful
representative for Ole Miss
as our homecoming queen,”
Jones said. “It’s especially remarkable that she has led the
student judicial process for two
years and still has the trust and
confidence of students for this
high honor. It says so much
about the kind of person she
is. I am proud of Courtney
and for Ole Miss.”
The chancellor was right:
You can trust her. She is relatable, and, dare I say, nice? It
is refreshing and admirable
and something Ole Miss needs
more of.
Pearson obviously has a head
for business and strategy, but
there is more to it than that.
She is real, and funny, and
someone you can enjoy having
a conversation with.
“I’m not the average girl to
run for Homecoming queen,”
she admitted frankly. “I definitely did not come into college
thinking about it. I had some
things I wanted to get involved

26569

in, but running for HCQ was
so superficial that I would have
never even thought about it. I
guess it was kind of in the back
of my mind from the moment
Christin Gates ran two years
ago, and she was unsuccessful.”
Pearson and her best friendturned campaign manager,
Adam Blackwell, came across
the idea while trying to predict
who was going to run.
“He turned to me and was
like, ‘Why don’t you run?’ And
from that moment, maybe,
could I, could this be possible?
It definitely took a lot of talking into. I had to consider that
I could lose.”
Pearson came across as levelheaded and brave. When
asked what the hardest thing
was about the campaign in
general, she said: “Emotionally, it was just thinking I was
going to lose. That I had put
so much work into it. So much
money into it, and that I still
could lose.”
Physically, she said the hardest thing was the sign.
“If you ask my campaign
manager he’s going to say that
sign. It was so big, and it was
so hard to build,” she said. “If

you knew what we had to go
through to get that done – we
literally built it on the union
plaza and it wasn’t meant to
be moved. But of course since
there was a football game, it
had to be moved.”
She giggled at the memory
of the logistical hardships they
went through.
Her experience, to say the
least, was surreal.
“I think I just really couldn’t
believe I was doing this. When
the pictures started going up
on FB and everyone is changing their pictures to your face,
you’re like am I really doing
this right now?”
She laughed and shook her
head. Pearson admitted that it
hasn’t even really sunk in with
her yet.
“My mom cries. All the time.
She’s still crying. Every time I
talk to her she’s crying,” Pearson said with a laugh.
Her mother, Cynthia McNutt
Pearson, said she was born a
leader.
“When she used to play
school with her friends and
family members, she was alPHOTOS BY ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

See PEARSON, PAGE 5

TOP: Courtney Pearson being interviewed after the election announcement.
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PEARSON,

continued from page 4

“

ways the youngest one, yet she
was always the teacher – the
leader,” she said.
Her father’s reaction resembled his daughter’s: He still
can’t quite believe it.
“I am awestruck that the university that provided me with
two degrees in the last 22 years
has progressed both academically and socially to the heights
of being able to recognize a student for what they have accomplish during their tenure rather
them simply the color of their
skin,” said Pearson’s father,
Commander Kerry L. Pearson,
U.S. Navy.
“I am tremendously proud of
my daughter,” he continued.
“And equally proud of my alma
mater.”
The fact that Pearson was
elected the same year as The
University of Mississippi’s 50
years of integration anniversary
is an incredible and fitting coincidence. Also, this is one of
many first steps that Ole Miss
has been taking recently to better the university, and Oxford
in general.
Ole Miss has always been
a unique place, and now the
world is beginning to take notice.
“It’s funny that 50 years ago
I wouldn’t have even been able
to go here,” Pearson said.
The thought is striking juxtaposed to how at ease Pearson
seemed to be in the early morning hustle and bustle. We forget
how different it was a mere halfcentury ago.
“And now the student body
has said not only do we want
(African Americans) here, but
we want them to represent The
University of Mississippi,” she
said. “I think THAT is incredible.
“It’s not based on my skin color. I do not believe people went
into voting thinking they were
going to vote for me because
I was black. They saw the person, based on the character,”
she continued. “And it just so

It’s funny that
50 years ago I
wouldn’t have
even been able
to go here.

”

Childhood
Snapshots
Photos Courtesy Cynthia McNutt Pearson

COURTNEY PEARSON
education senior

happened I was black.”
Aside from being excited and
still astonished at her winning,
Pearson was able to meet with
and, to her excitement, get a
photograph with James Meredith when she was invited
to the chancellor’s box at the
football game the Saturday after
elections.
Kimbrely Dandridge, who
was elected the first black female Associated Student Body
president this past spring, is a
close friend to Pearson.
“There will probably be a lot
of crying on the field,”
Pearson said. “Me and Kim
have been friends since freshman year. I don’t think either
one of us as 18 year olds, said,
‘Let’s do this’.”
But they did, and they succeeded.
“She has changed the face
of the Ole Miss Homecoming Queen,” Dandridge said.
“Not only is she the first African American, she is also nongreek. She represents what Ole
Miss is to the fullest. I am extremely proud to share this historic year with her, and I’m excited about our future journeys
together.”
Homecoming Queen: it’s
time to give this title some credit.
It is not about the title anymore, it is about who won it,
and why it matters who wins it
from now on.
Pearson is a representation of
ourselves, and how this university has shaped itself, evolved
into a place that is free-thinking, accepting and a place we
should all be proud of to claim
as our alma mater.
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Laser Hair Removal

Please call Shell Plastic Surgery to set up a complimentary consultation.
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• Mention this ad and receive 20% off the purchase of one laser
hair removal package. Offer is good through the end of 2012.
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Answers
Sudoku #1
3 4 2 7 8
1 7 5 2 3
8 6 1 5
3 1 5 4
9 8 6 1
2 4 8 9
5 7 3 6
1 3 9 2
9 4 7

9 5 1
6 8 9
4 7 3
2 9 7
2

6
4
2
8
5
3
9

NewsWatch at 5 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. on Channel 99
26531

9
6
7
5
4
8
2

6

Sudoku #3
7 6 2 9
9 4 3 8
8 1 5 2
1 2 7 3
6 5 4 1
3 9 8 7
2 7 1 6
3 6 5
8 9 4
4

5

Sudoku #5
8 6 2 4
7 1 3 8
4 5 9 2
1 2 5 9
6 9 7 5
3 8 4 1
5 4 6 3
9 7 1 6
2 3 8 7

4
1
3
6
2
5
9
8
7

3

4

7 1
1 2
5

8

6
3

6
8
4

7

5 1

5 1 8
7 5 2
6 9 4
8 4 9
9 7 3
4 6 1
3 8 5
1 2 7
2 3 6

1

9

Sudoku #7
6 5 3 9 8 7
8 2 4 3 1 6
7 9 1 5 2 4
2 3
9 1
1 6
4 5
3 8
9 4
3 7
5 2
4 1
7 3
6 9
7 6
8 7
5 2
9 1
6 8
2 4

5

2
7

6
8
9
1
4

5
3

6

1

3
6

7
5
8

Insane Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 2

Sudoku #2
2 1 6 5 8 7
3 4 5 2 1 9
8 9 7 3 6 4
6 2 9 1 4 5
5 8 1 7 3 6
4 7 3 8 9 2
9 6 8 4 7 1
7 3 2 6 5 8
4 9 2 3
1

8

4

4

5 9
3 8
4 5
2 3
6 7
8 6
9 2
7 1

5

Sudoku #4
4 6 2 7
3 8 7 4
5 1 9 3
2 3 8 9
9 4 5 2
1 7 6 5
7 2 3 1
9 4 6
5 1 8
6

1

2
4
9

7 1 9 5 3
9 5 2 4 6
6 3 1 7 8
3 6 4 8 7
4 8 3 2 1
2 7 6 9 5
8 2 7 1 9
5 4 8 3 2

Want more puzzles?
Check out the “Just Right Crossword Puzzles” books at QuillDriverBooks.com
8

4 3 9
8 6 7
2 1 5
3 7 8
4 2
5 1
2 3
9 4
8 6

9
6
5
1
7

insane

9 1 3
5 2 6
8 6 2
1 4 5
6 7 1
3 8 4
4 9 8
2 5 7
7 3 9

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
5

8

1 9
4 7
7 6
8 3
9 2
6 5
3 1
2 4

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

HOW TO PLAY

Sudoku #6
5 9 1 3 8 6 4
8 6 7 5 2 4 3
4 2 3 7 9 1 6
1 5 6 8 7 3 2
9 7 8 6 4 2 5
3 4 2 9 1 5 7
7 1 5 2 6 8 9
6 8 9 4 3 7 1
4 1 5 9 8

By Garry Trudeau
2

3

Sudoku #8
7 8 4 6
1 9 5 2
6 2 3 4
5 7 8 1
3 4 2 7
9 6 1 3
4 1 7 9
8 3 6 5
5 9 8

By Wiley

5

2

4

1

7
8
9

9 5
8 3
1 7
2 9
5 6
4 8
6 2
7 4
3

3

©

Goodwill is achieved by many actions; it can be lost by one.

7

2

7

6

4
5

9
5
4
1
8
3
2

1

8
9
3
6

atch area

© 2012 KrazyDad.com

1
7
6 4 2 1
6
1 4
3 7
8
4
7 3
9 2
1
6 8 4 7
7
5
5
3
5

SUDOKU
Sudoku
#2
Puzzles by KrazyDad

Insane Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 2

dooNesBury

2 3 1
6 4 7
5 8 9
3
1

6 4
9 8
2 5
5 3
1 2
7 6

NoN sequiTur
dilBerT

By scoTT adams

The fusco BroThers

By J.c. duffy

DEAL

Garfield

By Jim davis
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236-3030

3 large
1 topping
$7.77 each

555

OPEN LATE
www.dOmiNOs.cOm

3 medium
1 topping
$5.55 each
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The new and (mostly) improved Ninja Turtles

FYI

NISOLO TRUNK SHOW
BY MADISON FEATHERSTON
thedmfeatures@gmail.edu

COURTESY NICKELODEON

BY JOSH PRESLEY
joshpresley551@gmailcom

Time to beat a dead horse:
remakes, reboots, re-imaginings, re-whatevers. There
are no original ideas left and
there is nothing new under
the sun.
Having said that, I loved
“Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” when I was but a wee
lad, and I still love them
now, so I had no qualms
about
checking
Nickelodeon’s new TMNT series,
which premiered on Sept.
29.
Some of you might not be
old enough to remember,
but the Turtles were a big
deal in the late 80s and early
90s. The cartoon series, the
film series, the toys, the video games – there was a bit
of a Turtle-frenzy there for a
few years.
But then we started to
grow up. The cartoon series
petered out; the third movie
was something I can’t describe without cursing.

The Turtles never really
went away though, and a
second animated series debuted in 2003 and was very
successful. I didn’t watch
much of it though. I had just
graduated high school and
didn’t think I had much time
for cartoons. Plus, I despised
the idea that the Shredder
was an alien in that series, so
I generally avoided it.
They’ve been trying to get
a new movie off the ground
for the past years, with little
success. Michael Bay wanted to turn them into aliens,
and fanboys/girls boohooed
to the point that that idea
has been shelved. But there
was this other thing: Nickelodeon announced they were
producing a new Ninja Turtles animated series.
I was skeptical. It was going to be CGI-animated,
and early previews looked
less than stellar, plus I
feared Nick would make it
too kid friendly. Turns out I
needn’t have worried. Turns
out, the show (or, at least,

the first three episodes) are
pretty good. Very good, actually. Perhaps even totally
tubular, dude.
Nick’s “Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles” has a little in
common with the 80s cartoon, but there seemed to be
a very conscious effort to really update the story.
All previous movies and
series’ seemed like they
were in obligated to reference that show in some way,
and that really hurt them. I
won’t list all the similarities
and differences, but I will
say that the Turtles aren’t
aliens, they still like pizza,
but they never once said
“cowabunga,” that I noticed.
In fact the dialogue contained no catchphrases at
all, and I can’t recall a single
turtle-related pun. This isn’t
your daddy’s (… err… older
brother’s?) Ninja Turtles.
But it sort of is.
The spirit is still there. If
you loved the concept before, everything that you
loved about it is still there.

Everything You Need
for Halloween
• Costumes
• Costume Acsessories
• Face Paint
• Balloons
• Beer Bongs Home of Bongzilla
• Spin Pong
• Birthday Party Supplies

• Gag Gifts
• Engagement/Bridal/
Bachelor/Bachelorette
Party Supplies
• Tailgate Supplies
• Mardi Gras Supplies
• Fog Machines
• Bubble Machines

• Jello Shots or Bomb
Cups
• Jello Wrestling
• Disposable Flasks
• Wristbands
• AND MORE!

111 Heritage Drive, Oxford, MS 38655
25765

(right behind Applebee’s)

www.partyology101.com
(662) 234-4799
Hours: Mon-Fri: 10 am-5:30 pm • Sat: 10 am-3 pm

The animation is topnotch, the voice actors are
spot-on, the characters are
engaging, the dialogue is
just the right amount of witty and the jokes actually had
me laughing out loud.
If the first three episodes
(which can be viewed on
Nickelodeon’s website or
seen live on Saturday mornings) are any indication, the
Turtles could be bigger and
better than ever.

Nisolo Shoes, which
launched last year, will
bring their Southern Roots
Tour to Oxford today, Oct.
11. Headquartered in Nashville, this will be their third
of 10 stops this month.
The trunk show will be
held at Buffalo Peak from
2 to 8 p.m. There will be
a celebration starting at 6
p.m. The student body is
invited to attend both parts
of the event.
The entire product line,
including shoes and accessories, will be available for
purchase at Buffalo Peak.
Founded by Ole Miss
graduate Patrick Woodyard, Nisolo is a shoe company that helps impoverished individuals in Peru
by giving them the opportunity for employment.
Woodyard was inducted
into the Ole Miss Hall of
Fame in 2010 and studied
international studies and
Spanish.
Follow Nisolo online and
through social media for
the latest updates: www.
nisoloshoes.com,
www.
facebook.com/nisoloshoes, www.twitter.com/
nisoloshoes.
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Good Luck,
Rebels!
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Come into Cafe Salon
today, and we’ll get you
Homecoming ready!

662.234.0404
2208 E. Jackson Ave.

www.cafesalon.weebly.com

OPEN
Mon 9am-6pm
Tues-Fri 8am-6pm
Sat 9am-2pm

25793
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homecoming week Activities at Ole Miss
The Student Programing Board, Department of Campus Programing and the Alumni Association put on a myriad of events, including (pictured here) a mechanical bull
ride, union unplugged events, a walk with the chancellor and bungee trampoline. The week will end with a Homecoming Parade from the Union Circle to the Square
Friday at 5:30 p.m. The homecoming court will also be crowned at the homecoming football game.

THOMAS GRANING| The Daily Mississippian

QUENTIN WINSTINE| The Daily Mississippian

CAIN MADDEN| The Daily Mississippian

JARED BURLESON| The Daily Mississippian

The Lyric Oxford
ocT 12

Tickets $10

QUENTIN WINSTINE| The Daily Mississippian

For more ticket &
show information visit
www.thelyricoxford.com
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FREE”

Mix & Match
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PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

FREE Bag Ice with purchase of
18 Pack or larger
Any Size Fountain Drink 89¢

Pimento Cheese, Chicken Salad,
Pasta Salad from Emileighs Kitchen
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Serving the Ole Miss &
Oxford Communities
Since 1911
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Come visit our local Double Quick Store at
Double Quick, 1401 Jackson Ave.
Oxford, MS 38655
662.232.8877
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Harvest supper at Rowan Oak to benefit University Museum
The Friends of the University Museum at Ole Miss will host a Harvest Supper as a fundraising opportunity for the University of Mississippi Museum and Historic
Houses at 7 p.m. today.
BY FRANCES ALLISON
ftalliso@go.olemiss.edu

Friends of the University
Museum will host a harvest
supper on the grounds of
Rowan Oak on Thursday at 7
p.m. to benefit the University
of Mississippi Museum and
Historic Houses.
The dinner will follow the
annual membership party,
where the Museum will celebrate the hiring of Robert
Saarnio as its new director.
Saarnio is looking forward
to his future with the Museum.
“I want to express the profound depth of my gratitude
for having been entrusted
with this major cultural leadership position within our
great university and within
this beautiful Oxford community,” Saarnio said.
Tickets are $125 and at-

tendees are required to RSVP
prior to the event.
Elizabeth Heiskell Catering
will provide dinner that will
feature a seasonal menu including fresh, local produce
donated by Woodson Ridge
Farms.
“The menu will feature
smoked ham, a great fall dish
which was Faulkner’s favorite whenever he entertained,”
said Dorothy Howorth, president of the Friends of the
Museum board.
Live music will be performed by Alphonso Sanders
and friends.
Saarnio said he is excited
for the event and hopes to
continue culinary ventures at
the University Museum.
“A region’s cuisine and culinary traditions are very defining of and contributory to
its culture,” Saarnio said.
“Food and art go together

beautifully as they appeal in
equally powerful ways to our
five basic senses. I am actively thinking about ways to
introduce more food- and culinary-based programs to the
museum’s annual calendar of
public events.”
Emily Dean, program coordinator at the University
Museum, said she is grateful
for all of the support the museum has received this year.
“This is the first year of
what we hope will be many
years of the harvest supper
benefit put on by the friends
of the Museum,” Dean said.
“The evening is such a
wonderful opportunity for
supporters of the University
Museum and Historic Houses to welcome new Museum
Director Robert Saarnio and
celebrate the generosity that
the Museum has experienced
over the past year.”

FILE PHOTO (PHILLIP WALLER) | The Daily Mississippian

The University Museum will host a harvest supper at Rowan Oak at 7 p.m. Thursday.

Tennessee vs Pittsburg
Titans
Steelers

5 keg Fre e
pre-game
party
on the patio
5 p.m. Thursday

120 South 11th Street

Read the DM.

Marcelo’s
Cheesburgers
Upstairs
on the
Patio

Live
Music

662.234.1411

please drink responsibly

Share the DM.

Recycle the DM.
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Offense prepares for Auburn defense, Johnson looks to break out
As Saturday’s contest with the Auburn Tigers grows near, the Ole Miss offense looks for ways to put the Rebels in position against a fast, physical Auburn defense.
Sophomore defensive end C.J. Johnson also looks for ways to make more of an impact on the defensive side of the ball.
BY BENNETT HIPP
jbhipp@go.olemiss.edu

Ole Miss isn’t sure what to
expect from Auburn offensively on Saturday, but co-offensive coordinator Dan Werner knows exactly to expect
when the Rebels’ offense takes
the field Saturday against Auburn’s defense.
“They’re really good on defense,” Werner said. “You look
at some of their scores; they’ve
only given up a couple touchdowns all year long, so they’re
really fast and really physical.
It’s going to be a real good test
for us.”
Werner is concerned in particular about the Auburn defensive line that has recorded
10 sacks and accounted for a
majority of the team’s 32 quarterback hurries.
“Their defensive line is
definitely their strength as
a whole,” he said. “They’re
physical. Their two defensive
ends are 250 pounds but can
really run. The two inside
guys are big, 320-pounders
who are really physical. They
just haven’t given up a whole
lot of yards or a whole lot of
points.”
Overall, he expects the Rebels to ready to play Saturday
and says that there shouldn’t
be a hangover from this past

week’s 30-27 loss to Texas
A&M.
“As coaches, it’s tough for
us, too, but we talked about
it as a staff, and we’ve got to
forget about what happened,”
Werner said.
“Just like when we win, we
can’t rest on that. When we
lose, we’ve got to move on,
too. Our motto, so to speak,
earlier in the year was, ‘We
can’t let somebody beat us
twice.’ That week is over;
we’ve got to bounce back and
win us a game this week.”
Baylee Wallace update
After practice on Wednesday, Freeze had good news
about Baylee Wallace, sophomore quarterback Bo Wallace’s younger sister, who suffered a broken neck in a car
accident on Monday night.
He said that her “surgery
was a long six hours,” but that
the news afterward was good.
“They thought they were
going to have to go in both
front and back,” Freeze said.
“They did not, which was
good. It’ll be a long recovery,
but they feel very good about
everything being a full recovery. Feel very blessed, and
thank God that it’s not worse
than it is.
“I think it’s three months
(with) no (neck) movement,
and then hopefully from that
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201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
Commercial Realty
Female Roommate Wanted Subleasing 1 Bed 1 Bath ASAP. 10 min. walk
from Square, 5 min. drive from campus.
Please call/ text (720)273-9952

Homes for Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE: $100,000. 14 CR
422, Oxford, MS in Lafayette County
School District. Approx. 2,273 square
feet. Built in 1983. 1 acre. 7 bedrooms,
4 bathrooms, handicap assessable. 2
septic tanks. 2 heat/AC units. Electric
microwave, oven/range, garbage disposal, dishwasher. Paved side/front
driveways. Exterior brick/siding. New
roof. 662-816-8651. 662-832-6160.

House for Rent
3 BR /2 BA/ DECK Quiet family neighborhood-walking distance to Oxford
High & Avents Park. $1150 a month.
(662)234-9328

3BR/2BA House Fenced Yard, Garage, Fireplace, 3 miles to campus.
Available December. $800/ month. Call
251-769-2557

Condo for Rent
Beautiful 3 bedroom / 2 bath
condo for rent at Turnberry. Newly
renovated. Stainless steel appliances,
granite countertops, washer & dryer.
Gated community, swimming pool, hot
tub, tennis court, work-out room, cable
and internet included. Just blocks from
campus. $1,300.00 per month. Call
662/513-5005 or 662/202-6785 for
more information.
3 Bd 3 ba, close to campus
$1150 mo, also for sale $99k. Tena, ReMax Legacy (662)801-5784

Weekend Rental
FOOTBALL WEEKENDS, Visiting Parents GUEST COTTAGE 2 BR 2.5 Baths,
newly furnished Call 917-992-1129

Sophomore quarterback Bo Wallace

FILE PHOTO (AUSTIN MCAFEE) | The Daily Mississippian

point forward, everything will
start moving fast to full recovery.”
Johnson working on
his game
Sophomore defensive end
C.J. Johnson has been disap-

pointed in his play so far this
year. He has 31 tackles on the
season but only one sack and
two quarterback hurries.
“I’ve underachieved big
time,” Johnson said. “I know
there’s a couple things that

Oxford Weekends All football
weekends available! Short-term rentals
including event weekends. www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

04 Temp Farm Workers 12/081210/08/13 $ 9.30 P/H. 8:30 AM-2:30 PM
Prepare fields for cultivation, maintain
water, fertilization, harvest crawfish,
weed spot treatment. Cutting bait traps
for crawfish, and check traps for crawfish. Packing and loading crawfish. Operate and perform minor maintenance
on farm vehicles and equipment. Farm
field and shed sanitation duties. Once
hired worker maybe subject to random
drug test at no cost to worker. Testing
positive will result in immediate termination. Work all kinds of weather. All tools
supplied. Transportation & subsistence
supplied after 50% work contract completed. Return transportation at end 3/4
guaranteed contract. Housing supplied
if not in local commuting area. Fontenot
& Cart Farms Chataigner, LA. Contact
SWAMS WIN Job Ctr using JO LA
430753

Miscellaneous
Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Testing... Limited Ultrasounds...
Facts, Options, and Support... No insurance required... Free and Confidential
www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)2344414
ADULT RENTAL COSTUMES 4,500 in
stock. Jo’s Auto Clean Up and Costume
Shop. 2524 East University M-F 9:005:00 (662)234-8826

Full-time
03 Temp Farm Workers 12/01/1209/01/13 $ 9.30 P/H. 8:30 AM-2:30 PM
Prepare fields for cultivation, maintain
water, fertilization, harvest crawfish,
weed spot treatment. Cutting bait traps
for crawfish, and check traps for crawfish. Packing and loading crawfish. Operate and perform minor maintenance
on farm vehicles and equipment. Farm
field and shed sanitation duties. Once
hired worker maybe subject to random
drug test at no cost to worker. Testing
positive will result in immediate termination. Work all kinds of weather. All tools
supplied. Transportation & subsistence
supplied after 50% work contract completed. Return transportation at end 3/4
guaranteed contract. Housing supplied
if not in local commuting area. Foreman
Farm Rayne, LA. Contact SWA MS WIN
Job Ctr using JO LA 430162.

I’ve got to keep working on.
They’re going to try to do a
lot of chipping, so I’m going
to try and prepare for that.”
Even in the midst of the season, he’s doing whatever he
can to improve his play.
“(I’m) mainly (working on)
my get off and adding some
new moves, reading tackle
sets a little bit better and
sometimes rushing level at the
quarterback, instead of getting
pushed past the quarterback,”
he said.
Injury notes
Outside of a couple injuries,
the Rebels are healthy for the
most part heading into Saturday’s game.
Freshman offensive lineman
Justin Bell missed practice on
Tuesday and Wednesday after
suffering an injury to his lower
back in the weight room.
“He’ll be OK,” Freeze said.
“I just don’t know if he’ll be
ready for Saturday.”
Junior wide receiver Korvic
Neat continues to practice as
he works his way back from a
groin injury. Freeze said the receiver was about “85 percent”
healthy after practice and that
“he’ll try to go” Saturday.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow @thedm_
sports and @bennetthipp on
Twitter.

			
Class
Portraits

Part-time
BARTENDING $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 Ext 155
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
Hub at Oxford is now hiring leasing
super stars. If you have a popping personality and the drive to succeed, we
want to talk to YOU! E-mail resume/ interest to YvonneM@HubAtOxford.com
Wanted My Favorite Shoes on the
Square is now taking applications for
part-time position that requires retail
experience. Bring by resume or come
by the Square store and fill out an application.

Roommate
ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP in
3BR/3BA house near airport/College
Hill area. Call 601.580.5753 for more
details.

The Ole Miss

Photo taken from the
1983 Ole Miss Yearbook

October
15-19,
23, 25 & 26
Student Union

First day: Room 405,
Remaining days: Room 412

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Seniors need to schedule an appointment
for yearbook photos at
www.ouryear.com.
NEW school code: 141 or call
1-800-OUR-YEAR
(1-800-687-9327).
Freshmen, sophomores and juniors do not
schedule appointments; just show up and your
photo will be taken on a walk-in basis.
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Soccer looks to get on a roll Volleyball looks to bounce back on the road
After suffering three straight losses, the Ole Miss women’s
soccer team got back in the win column this past Sunday
against Kentucky at home, and now Ole Miss looks to keep the
momentum going as it hits the road for a pair of SEC matches at
Vanderbilt and South Carolina.
BY JAKE THOMPSON
jcthomps@go.olemiss.edu

The Ole Miss women’s soccer team returns to the road yet
again this weekend as it plays
at Vanderbilt on Friday night
and South Carolina on Sunday
night.
After splitting against Georgia and Kentucky at home this
past weekend, Ole Miss (10-5,
3-5 SEC) remains in the hunt
for a spot in the Southeastern
Conference Tournament later
this month in Orange Beach,
Ala. With five matches remaining, the team knows that if it can
perform well, it will earn a spot
to play in the conference tournament and possibly extend the
season even further.
“We’re sitting at a really good
spot NCAA-wise, with the RPI
currently,” head coach Matt
Mott said. “If we can get on a
roll and get some of these wins,
it will put us in a really good spot
to get to the beach, and hopefully, an NCAA pick.”
Three of the Lady Rebels’ five
matches are on the road, starting in Nashville against Vanderbilt (5-5-5, 2-2-4 SEC) on Friday
night.
“Vanderbilt has five ties on the
season, which shows you how
difficult they are to break down,”
Mott said. “We have to be ready
to create good opportunities on
the road against them.”
This past weekend, the Lady
Commodores split their two
match but took two overtimes to
decide the outcome in each one.
Vanderbilt defeated Arkansas,

VOTED

3-2, and lost to LSU, 1-0.
Last season, Vanderbilt came
to Oxford and were handed a
3-0 loss by Ole Miss. The Rebels look to have that same success this season, as Vanderbilt
has allowed 20 goals through 15
games.
Ole Miss will then turn its attention to South Carolina, which
currently sits in last place in the
Eastern Division, but defeated
Ole Miss 3-0 in last season’s
match in Oxford.
Mott and his staff saw the
re-emergence of the freshman
on the team this past weekend,
and it was noticed by the SEC,
as freshman defender Jessica
Hiskey was honored with SEC
Freshman of the Week, thanks
to her stellar play against Georgia and Kentucky.
Ole Miss will kick off against
Vanderbilt on Friday evening at
7 p.m., with Sunday afternoon’s
match against South Carolina
set to begin at noon.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss soccer, follow @thedm_sports
and @WildRebel27 on Twitter.

Follow @theDM_sports

The Lady Rebels take a 2-5 Southeastern Conference record on the road this weekend, where
they look to build momentum for the rest of the season.
BY CAMAL PETRO
cppetro@go.olemiss.edu

After two disappointing
matches this past weekend
against Kentucky and Arkansas, the Lady Rebels hit the
road this weekend to take on
Florida Friday night and Georgia Sunday afternoon. Ole Miss
(8-8, 2-5 SEC) only won one of
the seven sets played this past
weekend.
“We had a tough weekend,”
head coach Joe Getzin said.
“We went up against two of the
better teams in the conference.
We lost 3-0 to Kentucky, who
is probably one of the best-performing teams at this point in
the season. We turned around
on Sunday and went into four
sets with Arkansas.”
The Gators (13-2, 7-0 SEC)
enter Friday night’s matchup
ranked No. 11 nationally and
undefeated at home with a 9-0
record. Senior right-side hitter
Tangerine Wiggs and junior
middle blocker Chloe Mann
lead Florida’s offensive attack
and are ranked Nos. 1 and 2 in
the SEC in hitting percentage,
respectively.
“One of their kids is extremely good,” Getzin said. “Hopefully, we will get the matchup
where we can put our best
blocker out on her and make
her hit away from us a little bit.
A lot of teams have that game
plan.”
Sophomore outside hitter/
right-side hitter Tirah Le’au
leads Georgia (9-7, 3-4 SEC) in
kills with 165 in 56 sets played,
and junior outside hitter Brittany Northcutt has killed 131 balls
in 13 fewer sets.
The Bulldogs started the sea-

BEST PIZZA
IN OXFORD 2010 & 2011!

son 3-0, but they’ve been up
and down since. Getzin called
the Georgia game a “mustwin” for the Lady Rebels in
his weekly press conference on
Monday.
“At Georgia, it comes down
to serve and pass,” Getzin said.
“That’s something we can be
really good at, but at times we
struggle. We need to clean that
up.”
Junior outside hitter Kara
Morgan has consistently been
the biggest threat on offense
for the Lady Rebels this season. She has recorded 179 kills
— 3.25 per set — on 499 total attacks. She has 116 more total attacks than senior outside hitter
Allegra Wells, who is second on

against Arkansas this past Sunday.
“When you have that kind of
imbalance, we’re not passing
well,” Getzin said. “We’re not in
system. When you’re not in system, then it’s difficult to distribute the ball to all our hitters.”
When it comes down to it, the
Rebels look to have better production throughout the team.
“We must continue to improve upon execution at a
higher level for a longer period
of time,” Getzin said. “When
you’re playing good teams,
that’s what makes the difference.”
Friday’s contest will begin at
7 p.m. with Sunday’s start time
set for 1 p.m.

OxfOrd, Mississippi • On the square
662-236-7970

Thursday

Music upstairs
& Downstairs

10 Liquor Pitchers
Bud Light, Coors Light, Blue
•$
5 Pitchers Moon, Shiner Bock, and Dos XX
•
all steaks $15
•$

Includes Loaded Baked Potato & Salad Bar

Check us out at roosterblueshouse.com for upcoming events
please drink responsibly
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than
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Square Jam kicks off basketball season
The first chance to see Ole Miss basketball this year will be outside, as the men and women will hold an outdoor practice on the Square Friday night.
BY TYLER BISCOFF

tfbischo@go.olemiss.edu

LEFT: COURTESY OLE MISS ATHLETICS/RIGHT: FILE PHOTO (PHILLIP WALLER) | The Daily Mississippian

RIGHT: Senior forward Murphy Holloway

The Ole Miss basketball
teams will begin their seasons in
unique fashion. The men’s and
women’s teams will hold a practice on the Square Friday night
in the first-ever Square Jam.
On the east side of the Square
in front of City Hall, a basketball
court will be set up along with
lights. Square Jam is scheduled
to start at 6:30 p.m., following
the homecoming parade that
will start at 5:30 and travel from
the Grove to the Square.
Michael Thompson, senior
associate athletics director for
communications and marketing, helped develop this idea in

26539

late June.
“The Square is so iconic and
such a part of Ole Miss and Oxford,” Thompson said. “To do it
there with the atmosphere that
is on the Square, it’s going to be
really awesome.”
Per NCAA rules, basketball
teams are allowed to begin practicing on the Friday nearest Oct.
15. One of the reasons for starting practice with Square Jam is
to create excitement for the upcoming basketball season.
“Getting people’s minds
around basketball when you’re
only four or five games into
football season has been challenging,” Thompson said.
The athletics department
worked with the city to set up
this special event.
“Ole Miss is very excited to
partner with the City of Oxford
for this one-of-a-kind event that
will serve as a tipoff to a great
hoops season,” athletics director
Ross Bjork said in a press release.
“This gives us the opportunity
to showcase our basketball programs to fans in the greatest college town in America. I would
especially like to thank Oxford
Mayor Pat Patterson for his help
making this event possible.”
According to Patterson, he is
always happy to help the university with events.
“I love new ideas,” Patterson
said. “I think this is outside of
the box. We haven’t tried it before, so let’s try it and see what
happens.”
The teams aren’t likely to try to
scrimmage among themselves,
but instead perform drills.
“You’ll probably see a dunk
contest, maybe a three-point
contest,”
Thompson
said.
“We’re just trying to make it
fun.”
Both teams will sign autographs during the event. Rick
Trotter, the in-arena voice of the
Memphis Grizzlies, will be the
MC. According to Thompson,
there will most likely be bleachers for fans to sit in and watch.
If it rains Friday night, the event
will likely be canceled.
If Square Jam is a success, the
university will look to continue
it in future years. This year is a
particularly good time to try out
the event.
“It fell on a football home
game weekend,” Thompson
said. “It was even better that it
fell on Homecoming. We saw a
great opportunity to capitalize.”
Both the men’s and women’s
teams will begin their regular
seasons at home on Friday, Nov.
9. The women will host Southeastern Louisiana at 5:30 p.m.,
and the men will play Mississippi Valley State at 8 p.m.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss basketball, follow @thedm_
sports and @Tyler_RSR on Twitter.

